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FILLCONTROL is the modular process monitoring system from PRIAMUS that can be fl exibly adapted to all              
the individual customer requirements. Documenting, monitoring, open-loop or closed-loop process controlling – 
FILLCONTROL covers all applications with the appropriate module.

We create the data basis of FILLCONTROL by recording real process data within the mold. We are convinced that 
the data must be measured where the molding parts are actually produced – in the mold and not at the machine.

Every injection molding process is different and requires its own customized solution. Each individual process is 
enormously versatile and therefore cannot be reduced to a single application. However, all injection molding pro-
cesses have one thing in common: each process must be monitored and controlled with data from the cavity to 
ensure an effective and reliable quality concept.
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In terms of overall production costs, the following questions arise:

• How much can be saved by detecting or even avoiding bad parts in the injection molding process?
• How high is the risk that critical parts will not meet the required standards?
• How much can be invested in an application so that it is still profi table in the end?
• How can injection molded parts be produced with consistent quality at different locations around the 
        world with different infrastructures? 

We have also asked ourselves these questions. That is why we developed FILLCONTROL, our state of the art 
digital platform that improves your molding quality and consistency. 
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FILLCONTROL MeasureFILLCONTROL Measure is a free-of-charge software module with which measurement data such as cavity is a free-of-charge software module with which measurement data such as cavity
pressure, cavity temperature or voltage signals can be easily recorded and stored. Digital amplifiers of the pressure, cavity temperature or voltage signals can be easily recorded and stored. Digital amplifiers of the 
BlueLine BlueLine system can be easily connected to any desktop PC or laptop.system can be easily connected to any desktop PC or laptop.

This ensures easy visualization of the process and guarantees highest transparency. At the same time, the obtained This ensures easy visualization of the process and guarantees highest transparency. At the same time, the obtained 
measurment data from the measurment data from the mmolding process is compressed and saved, and can be used for documentation purposes.olding process is compressed and saved, and can be used for documentation purposes.

FILLCONTROL MeasureFILLCONTROL Measure offers a simple and transparent visualization of your measuring process and is the          offers a simple and transparent visualization of your measuring process and is the         
perfect solution for all users who do not require switching functions or do not depend on strict quality processes.perfect solution for all users who do not require switching functions or do not depend on strict quality processes.

FILLCONTROL Monitor,FILLCONTROL Monitor, the centrepiece of the system, is a comprehensive process monitoring module that the centrepiece of the system, is a comprehensive process monitoring module that
serves as the basis for all PRIAMUS systems. It offers all functions that are required to guarantee a professional serves as the basis for all PRIAMUS systems. It offers all functions that are required to guarantee a professional 
and effi  cient monitoring of the injection molding process, no matter how many machine signals must be monitored.and effi  cient monitoring of the injection molding process, no matter how many machine signals must be monitored.

Beyond classical monitoring functions such as Beyond classical monitoring functions such as simple bad part separation due to individual alarm signals or simple bad part separation due to individual alarm signals or the the 
defi nition of the fi ll time in the cavity, defi nition of the fi ll time in the cavity, MonitorMonitor has a few special functions in store, for instance: has a few special functions in store, for instance:

• Shear rate & shear stress, therefore giving you the ability to measure the viscosity of the melt in the cavity.     
This allows the detection of variations in your material viscosity from batch to batch.

• • Compression and shrinkage of the molded part, allowing you to defi ne and measure strength and dimensionCompression and shrinkage of the molded part, allowing you to defi ne and measure strength and dimension

In addition to that, In addition to that, FILLCONTROL MonitorFILLCONTROL Monitor offers the opportunity of detecting the  offers the opportunity of detecting the melt position in the cavity,                 melt position in the cavity,                 
switching over to holding pressure automatiswitching over to holding pressure automatically or via switching levels. cally or via switching levels. FILLCONTROL MonitorFILLCONTROL Monitor can always be  can always be 
upgraded with new funtions and applications.upgraded with new funtions and applications.

When the melt front inside the cavity reaches the sensor, it can automatically be detected by FILLCONTROL. By this 
method, many applications can be automated and optimized. Valve gates are automatically opened and closed 
and cores and pins are automatically moved from one position to another to assure optimal venting, gas injection 
processes are automatically initiated and much more.

FILLCONTROL Switch generates real-time switching signals on detection of the melt front and thus enables tar-
geted open-loop process control based on the fl ow process. It handles all the manual and automatic switching 
operations and is perfectly suited for the automation of delicate processes like sequential molding, liquid silicone 
molding and rotary table applications.
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Control H offers a hot runner balancing mode designed for Control H offers a hot runner balancing mode designed for 
multi-cavity molds. Different volumetric degrees of fi lling in multi-cavity molds. Different volumetric degrees of fi lling in 
the the cavities are permanently balanced until a balanced state cavities are permanently balanced until a balanced state 
in all caviin all cavities is achieved. In this highly effective process, the ties is achieved. In this highly effective process, the 
settings of the hot runner nozzles are constantly adjusted de-settings of the hot runner nozzles are constantly adjusted de-
pending on the respective melt fl ow in the cavity. This process pending on the respective melt fl ow in the cavity. This process 
is the prerequisite for a systematic reduction of cycle times for is the prerequisite for a systematic reduction of cycle times for 
multi-cavity molds.multi-cavity molds.

Everything under Control
PRIAMUS specializes in the development of systems that detect and effi  ciently solve problems during injection 
molding. Signifi cant cost reductions can be achieved by using intelligent viscosity control.

The FILLCONTROL modules Control H, Control P and Control V are designed to autonomously manage the melt 
fl ow, the compression or the shrinkage in hot runners and cold runners. At the push of a button, the machine 
settings can be adjusted to achieve the desired target values.

This way, injection molds can be transferred from one machine to another with no impact on the quality              
characteristics of the molded parts such as surface, dimension or strength. The added consistency provided by 
FILLCONTROL brings peace of mind to the molder through decreased scrap and increase part quality.

Control H - Hot runner balancing

- Balancing with fi xed balance times
- Controlling weld line positions
- Balancing of family molds
- Balancing of multi components molds

FILLCONTROL Control HFILLCONTROL Control H is the module specialized for the balancing of hot runner multi- is the module specialized for the balancing of hot runner multi-cavity molds and the fully cavity molds and the fully 
automatic control of the melt fl ow in large-area comautomatic control of the melt fl ow in large-area components.ponents.

FILLCONTROL Control HFILLCONTROL Control H is the perfect solution for pure hot runner manifold applications as well as for  is the perfect solution for pure hot runner manifold applications as well as for 
sub-contributor with hot-to-cold applications.sub-contributor with hot-to-cold applications.
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FILLCONTROL Control VFILLCONTROL Control V balances and controls the melt fl ow, especially in cold runner molds, by automatically  balances and controls the melt fl ow, especially in cold runner molds, by automatically 
delaying the opening times of the valve gate nozzles.delaying the opening times of the valve gate nozzles.

Similar to hot runner multi-cavity molds, this leads to all cavities being fi lSimilar to hot runner multi-cavity molds, this leads to all cavities being fi lled led at at the same time. This is particularly the same time. This is particularly 
important for silicone and multi-comimportant for silicone and multi-component applications.This way, unfi lled parts in multi-cavity molds are excluded ponent applications.This way, unfi lled parts in multi-cavity molds are excluded 
and weld lines in and weld lines in large-area components are controlled, moved and held in position.large-area components are controlled, moved and held in position.

In general, it is possible to regulate the opening times of each valve gate nozzle individually, which is especially In general, it is possible to regulate the opening times of each valve gate nozzle individually, which is especially 
effective in family molds, for example. The nozzle opening is triggered by detecting the melt front in the cavity, so effective in family molds, for example. The nozzle opening is triggered by detecting the melt front in the cavity, so 
no host computer interface is required.no host computer interface is required.

FILLCONTROL Control PFILLCONTROL Control P regulates the injection molding process automatically by consistantly adjusting the machine  regulates the injection molding process automatically by consistantly adjusting the machine 
parameters. This function is the basis for ensuring that molds can be easily transferred from one location to another parameters. This function is the basis for ensuring that molds can be easily transferred from one location to another 
without any loss of quality.without any loss of quality.

Control P - Process control

- Injection speed
- Melt temperature
- Holding pressure
- Temperature at ambient pressure
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Due to material variations and different environmental conditions, bad parts are often produced because of a cons-Due to material variations and different environmental conditions, bad parts are often produced because of a cons-
tant machine setting.tant machine setting.

Control P offers solutions specifically Control P offers solutions specifically 
in the area of shear rate control, shear in the area of shear rate control, shear 
stress control, compression control and stress control, compression control and 
shrinkage control.shrinkage control.

In the end, the quality parameters such as In the end, the quality parameters such as 
compression, viscosity or the dimension of compression, viscosity or the dimension of 
an injection molded part are directly an injection molded part are directly cont-cont-
rolled. A prerequisite for this is the separate rolled. A prerequisite for this is the separate 
measurement of the pressure and the tem-measurement of the pressure and the tem-
perature in the cavity.perature in the cavity.
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BlueLine Hardware
The BlueLine system consists of the BlueLine Core, a central control unit where all the signals converge. It is a po-
werful basic device for monitoring, open-loop and closed-loop process control of the injection molding process and 
serves as a platform for all FILLCONTROL software modules. The BlueLine Core is equipped with a touch screen that 
can be easily operated even under production conditions.

Beside the BlueLine Core, a multitude of different components, such as digital amplifi ers for cavity pressure and cavity 
temperature, modular machine interfaces, multi-channel connector boxes, a large selection of suitable connection 
cables and various hardware accessories can be individually assembled and combined.

No application is like the other, but thanks to the fl exible modularity of our BlueLine hardware, we will fi nd the right 
solution to meets your requirements.
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FILLCONTROL User Interface
The FILLCONTROL user interface is simple, intuitive and easy to learn. All functions are available to be selected with 
just a few clicks. This creates a fast solution that can be saved for future processes, even with complex work.

Visualizations
You will never lose the overview with FILLCONTROL thanks to numerous visualization functions, you can have all 
measured values of your completed or running measuring cycles displayed as curve representations.

The visualizations can be personalized: for 
example, you can select specifi c measuring 
channels or enlarge desired areas with the 
zoom function.

With the help of the QButton you can see at 
a glance which measured values are within 
or outside of the defi ned tolerance ranges.

User Management
You have several people in your company working on the same injection molding machine and you want to know who 
changed what and when? The FILLCONTROL user administration gives you an overview of users and all activities listed 
in the event log.

Monitoring Functions
Monitor the most important process parameters based on pressure and temperature values with FILLCONTROL.

FILLCONTROL Dongle
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Data acquisition

Data saving, data compression

Process documentation, event protocol

Process visualization

Standard monitoring functions

Viscosity monitoring (shear stress, shear rate)

Compression monitoring, shrinkage monitoring

Data analysis and statistics

Switchover to holding pressure (switching level)

Automatic melt front detection (automatic switchover)

Individual bad part separation

Rotary tbel application

Moving core applications

Automatic sequential control (melt front)

Automatic compression molding

Shear rate control

Shear stress control

Compression control

Shrinkage control

Hotrunner control

Valve gate control

Cold runner control

All Functions at a GlanceAll Functions at a Glance
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